
THE SOLUTION

For businesses with dispersed locations of end users and infrastructure, Viadex provide 
centralised management to simplify and standardise your support regardless of locations, 
reducing the TCO of managing your estate.

The Viadex Managed Endpoint service is based on industry leading Remote Monitoring and 
Management Endpoint solutions deployed with best practice and ITIL frameworks in mind to 
automate and control your PC and Server estate with maximum efficiency and ease of use.

From beginning to endpoint

We begin with deploying a probe into your infrastructure, affording full visibility of all your 
systems in your environment. These are categorised with several attributes including type of 
hardware, operating system and role of the system – for example a Microsoft Exchange Server 
or Database Server. Elements of the complete managed service are:

l  Audit
 Full visibility of your entire environment with discovery and management tools.

l Monitoring
 Implementing system-wide policies, with auto-response and auto-resolution of events.

l Management
  Automated deployment of software, patching, configuration and policies regardless of 

location.

l Support
  One-to-one support with built-in auditing trail and ticketing,  integrated with tools for rapid 

and secure resolution of end user problems or datacentre server issues before they affect 
business operations.

l Reporting
  Detailed reports about your environment, from inventory through to uptime and security 

status, including easy-to-manage dashboards.

l Remote Control & Takeover
  Behind the scenes or authorised remote control of endpoints, enabling the fixing of problems 

instantly and without end user interruption.

VIADEX MANAGED 
ENDPOINT SERVICES ARE 
IDEAL FOR:
l  Secure connectivity to end user PCs 

and server infrastructure

l  Ensuring real-time capabilities 
to detect and remediate security 
breaches or operational problems 
before they impact the business

FEATURES
l  We audit your PC and Server assets 

to deliver a reliable inventory of your 
IT estate, putting an end to IT sprawl 
and creating the basis for tighter 
visibility and control

•  Ongoing Patch Management and 
Software Deployment ensures 
maximum performance at all times

•  We enable you to understand the 
status  of all endpoints through 
advanced reporting which covers 
insight into CPU, memory, bandwidth, 
disks and more

•  Additional add-ons for security and 
DR include Anti-Virus, Anti-Malware 
and Cloud Backup

AT A GLANCE
l  We set up a complete view of all 

endpoints through a single dashboard 
informing essential and proactive 
management, via remote control

l  Control your costs through uniform 
price per endpoint; both PCs and 
Servers

l  The Viadex service reduces time 
to resolution; minimising business 
disruption and saving costs

l Cloud delivered and secured platform

Comprehensive, automated, endpoint control
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About Viadex
Tailored: We tailor our Managed Services 
to meet your needs and business demands. 
Services range from monitoring events 
in your datacentre to managing your 
hybrid environment, out to your end users’ 
desktops and applications. 

Protection: Viadex Managed Services 
provide continuous vigilance over what 
happens in your datacentre, your systems, 
your cloud environment, network, 
applications and endpoints. 

Support: Viadex provides 24x7x365 
technical expertise, service consistency 
and flexibility across multiple vendors, 
technologies and geographies. 

Focus: Viadex help you to reduce overheads 
and improve efficiency by leveraging our 
scale, methodologies and high levels of 
standardisation to deliver world-class 
solutions enabling your business to 
concentrate on what it does best.

Consulting &
Professional Services

Managed
Services

Global Logistics Managed ServicesConsulting and 
Professional Services

By partnering with our customers, we 
handle the process of manufacturer 
evaluation and selection, commercial 
negotiations and global support to make 
sure the technology solutions meet the 
necessary business requirements. 

The Viadex Global Logistics Service helps 
you create an infrastructure that is agile 
enough to adapt and grow with you across 
the globe. The entire team work across all 
International time zones, no matter where 
you are based, offering a 24/7 emergency 
worldwide response.

Viadex has the global capability to provide 
a wide range of Managed Service solutions 
to help organisations with the operation of 
their technology environments. 

Viadex provide 24x7x365 technical 
expertise, service consistency and 
flexibility across multiple vendors, 
technologies and geographies.

Every service is wrapped into our 
Global IT Service Desk, using IT Service 
Management and ITIL aligned frameworks, 
detailing set processes supported by 
highly skilled and trained people.

An agile infrastructure designed to service 
end-user experience is both critical and 
indispensable in today’s world.

Viadex Consulting and Professional 
Services follow our core methodology of 
Audit, Design, Deploy and Optimise, to help 
transform your infrastructure to directly 
support your business productivity goals 
and enhance end-user experience.


